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Abstract

SIP instant messages currently follow a pager model, where there is no concept of a message session. It has been proposed that we also need a session based model, where the user experience would be more like a text conference or chat room. This draft proposes an extension to SDP that could be used to describe message sessions.
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1. Introduction

The SIP MESSAGE method does not currently support any sense of a session. Instant messages sent using this method are treated like pager messages; each message stands alone and are not linked together into a conversation. There has been recent interest in the idea of a SIP based instant message session, where the user experience is more akin to a a text conference or a chat room. One proposed approach to that end is the idea of treating SIP instant message sessions as a media type that can be initiated using the same SIP mechanisms as for any other media type.

This approach requires extensions to SDP [2] to allow the description of a session of SIP instant messages. This memo proposes a media type of "message" for this purpose. This memo does not describe the semantics of SIP instant message sessions beyond what is needed to illuminate the SDP extension. SIP instant message session semantics are defined in a separate document[3].

2. The message media type

The "message" media type is a new SDP m-line media type descriptor. An SDP m-line takes the following form:

\[ m=\text{media port}[/\text{number_of_ports}] \text{ transport format_list} \]

In a SDP description of an instant message session, media MUST be "message". Port SHOULD be the port number on which the instant messages will be received. (This is for human readability only, the actual receive port will be specified in the URL.) Number_of_ports SHOULD NOT be present. If the message session is to consist of SIP MESSAGE requests, then the transport MUST be "sip", and format_list MUST contain a single SIP URL. For example:

\[ m=\text{message 5060 sip sip:bcampbell@dynamicsoft.com} \]

The SIP URL in the format list field MAY contain any legal SIP URL component, as defined in [1]. This may include URL parameters or header parameters.

Please note that use of the message media type on an m-line does not absolve one from including all the lines normally required by SDP. However, since message is not an RTP format, the use of rtpmap attributes as recommended in [1] does not apply.

3. Interpreting the m-line

When a SIP endpoint receives a request with a media type of "message" and transport of "sip", it MAY elect to participate in the
message session. A SIP endpoint that does not support the message media type MUST treat it in the same way it would treat any other unsupported media types.

It is tempting to allow the recipient to ignore the transport field. If the media field is "message" then we know the transport, right? But there is no reason to limit the message media type to just SIP instant messages. It is not only possible but reasonably probable that someone will eventually define additional transports that may be used with the message media type.

The recipient MUST ignore the port field, and instead depend on the port information in the SIP URI, following normal rules as defined in [1].

4. Interpreting the SIP URL

All information about where and how to send MESSAGE requests in the instant message session comes from the SIP URL in the format_list field. In particular, the recipient MUST determine the port and transport to which it should send MESSAGE requests from the URL, not the port and transport fields of the m-line. The recipient MUST follow normal SIP URL interpretation rules as defined in [1]. For example, the following m-line means the recipient may send SIP MESSAGE request to 192.168.1.23 port 5062 using tcp:

\[m=message 5060 sip:bcampbell@192.168.1.23:5062;transport=tcp\]

When a user receives an SDP containing a "message" media stream with SIP transport, this indicates that a messaging stream is to be established. The recipient of the SDP uses the SIP URL in the SDP for all messages sent on the stream. This allows the recipient of the messages to correlate them together. The URL in the SDP SHOULD be sufficient for the recipient to uniquely identify a message stream. This can be done by choosing a sufficiently unique username:

\[m=message 5060 sip:bcampbell_stream8837@192.168.1.23:5060;transport=tcp\]

Alternatively, the URL can contain URL parameters for setting the Call-ID, which can be used to provide uniqueness:

\[m=message 5060 sip:sip:bcampbell@192.168.1.23:5060;transport=tcp?Call-ID=98776565\]

It is anticipated that the URL will frequently contain Route header URL parameters. These are useful to establish a specific route for the messages, primarily for firewall and nat traversal.
If the URL does not contain a Call-ID, one is chosen by the recipient of the SDP. The same Call-ID MUST be used for all messages generated within the stream. Furthermore, each MESSAGE MUST have an increasing CSeq value.

5. IANA Considerations

The SDP media type of "message" and the transport type of "sip" will require IANA registration.

6. Security Considerations

The usage of a SIP URL in the SDP m-line may reveal an IP address or host name. This issue is further explored in the SIP Instant Message Session document[3]

7. Open Issues

This draft only allows for one URL in an m-line. Might there be utility in allowing multiple URLs in the same m-line?

This approach puts addressing information in the m-line. One could make a case that this is an incorrect use of SDP, which normally keeps addressing information in c-lines. However, the c-line format does not allow for specifying the address in a URL format.

Do we need a way of specifying allowed MIME types for MESSAGE bodies?

It has been proposed we need a way to signal "send MESSAGE requests along the signal path." One possibility might be to leave the URL out of the m-line entirely. I am not confident enough in that approach yet to put it in the main body of this draft.
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